
� Built atop OpenText ECM and using Intelligent Capture scanning / imaging
technologies

 � Faster, consistent contract processing including authoring, negotiations, and
approval

 � 360-degree view of active contract terms and obligations

 � Real-time reporting to identify processing inefficiencies and workload
distribution

 � Self-Service page for business process administration

 � Email alerts and notifications

Contract Lifecycle Management
The Contract Management Challenge

For many organizations, both sales and procurement activities generate significant 

contract volume. A contract is inherently both high value and high risk: a subtle 

change in language can mean the difference between profit and loss years 

down the line. Supporting the vital steps of a contracting process includes many 

activities, from contract creation and revisions all the way through approval, 

execution, and archiving.

Often the entire process is manual or only partially automated, which drives 

up the cost associated with the work, and increases the risk and liability for 

an organization. Simple activities like search and retrieval of active contracts, 

managing contract versions, or ensuring particular contractual obligations, often 

become major challenges.

Efficient Contract Management

Using our solution, contracts can be generated from approved templates based 

on the answers to simple questions, saving on manual re-work and ensuring the 

proper clauses are present. As a contract moves through the process, negotiation 

and approval occur as a part of flows inside the application, with the system 

intelligently routing tasks and saving all comments, versions, and approvals.

Once a contract has gone through all the approval steps, each of the involved 

parties is automatically notified upon execution of the contract. All contract related 

documentation is then retained in a centralized repository where retention policies 

can be applied. Upon execution, the solution can also be configured to provide 

periodic email updates to processors with a list of contracts set to expire within a 

certain amount of days.

Essentials

Flatirons Contract Lifecycle 

Management delivers an end-

to-end solution for contracts 

management by automating 

processes throughout the 

contract lifecycle from creation 

or reception, negotiation and 

approval to contract renewal, 

closeout, and archiving. 

The solution provides a 

360-degree view into
key pending and current

contracts for legal, sales,

compliance officers, and

key decision makers. Real-
time monitoring allows for

bottleneck identification and

workload distribution, as
well as reporting to ensure

compliance.
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Complete Information Capture

To ensure paper is tightly integrated with the electronic process, the solution 

intelligently captures any paper contracts and transforms the documents 

and data into electronic information that is then stored in a secure repository. 

Contracts are properly classified at the time of document capture, and 

important metadata is automatically captured as well. All of this information is 

used to classify a contract record, associate it with a given process, and properly 

retain the document records for a required period of time before disposing of 

them.

360-Degree View and Collaboration

Once contracts are in place, the solution offers 360-degree viewing and 

collaboration. It gives all relevant groups global, on-demand access to contract 

content, terms, and obligations central to ongoing business. Workers in various 

departments are able to quickly search, view, and annotate documents based 

on predefined permissions. All related documents that have been digitized 

and stored in the repository are quickly accessed based on document type 

and captured index data (e.g. contract number). This access delivers powerful 

benefits such as improved coordination and strict corporate governance, while 

reducing the time and cost associated with decision making.

Configuration and Monitoring Dashboards

Through the Application Administration interface, extensive configuration 

settings are available, including contract template management, workflow 

approval thresholds, contract terms replacement, and counterparty data 

management. Real-time views of the critical contracts are available through 

a dashboard interface that can include the status of a specific contract in 

its lifecycle, current active step in the defined workflow stream, and a view 

of the current workload. Tasks can be assigned via the dashboard to specific 

individuals or groups based on contract type, contract value, vendor or priority 

to the business.

Benefits

A financial services client implemented the 

Contracts Lifecycle Management Solution 

and saved an estimated $120,000 per year in 

overlooked Terms and Conditions expenses.

 � Streamlines the authoring 
process 
Use of clause libraries and 
improved collaboration slash 
contract creation time when 
compared with emailing of 
redlined attachments.

 � Automated compliance tracking
Integration with other systems 
ensures that orders use 
the correct price, and that 
companies claim the rebates 
and volume discounts to which 
they are entitled.

 � Reduces administrative costs
Features such as automatic 
reminders of upcoming 
contract expiration dates and 
tracking of complex contracts 
with multiple enrollments, 
addenda, and amendments 
can free up legal resources to 
focus on more specialized 
tasks. 




